Abstract
…plant physiologists (collectively) have two, somewhat linked, responsibilities. One is to make profound discoveries about the behaviour of plants; the other is to make useful ones. (Passioura, 1979) 
| B I G QUE S TI ON S IN PL ANT B I OLOGY
Colloquially, the study of the collective behavior of an ensemble of one category of biomolecules within a system is referred to as omics research. Familiar examples of omes, including those that are a major focus of this report, are the genome (the collection of all genetic material), the transcriptome (the collection of all RNAs), the proteome (the collection of all proteins), and the metabolome (the collection of all metabolites); with the ultimate phenotypic outcome being referred to as the phenome (Figure 1 ). Before addressing current strengths and needs in plant omics research specifically, it is illuminating to take a broader look at important directions in plant biology research. Workshop participants identified a non-exhaustive set of "Big Questions" that could coalesce future research in plant biology. The Big Questions identified are described here as strictly biologically motivated, but have obvious applications to plant improvement, the bioeconomy, and human and environmental health.
Similarly, these questions cannot be addressed adequately without technical and training advances described elsewhere in this article.
Such Big Questions motivate interest in plant science, describe significant unknowns and thus opportunities, and suggest big-picture research initiatives for the 21st century.
A primary question is "how does the whole organism assemble itself"? We now have sets of molecular markers that identify many specific plant cell types, but we fall short in understanding the mechanisms that drive the eventual expression of such markers, and their interplay. Research to date has focused to a large extent on plant transcription factors (Moreno-Risueno, Van Norman, & Benfey, 2012) as master switches that control organization and differentiation of the plant body. However, it is becoming increasingly evident that upstream of these regulatory nodes are receptor
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National Science Foundation, Grant/Award Number: NSF-RCN 1518280 training in plant biology, including the role that research using Arabidopsis thaliana can play in addressing those issues. A first workshop focused on training needs for bioinformatic and computational approaches in plant biology was held in 2016, and recommendations from that workshop have been published (Friesner et al., Plant Physiology, 175, 2017 , 1499 . In this white paper, we provide a summary of the discussions and insights arising from the second ART-21 workshop. The second workshop focused on experimental aspects of omics data acquisition and analysis and involved a broad spectrum of participants from academics and industry, ranging from graduate students through post-doctorates, early career and established investigators. Our hope is that this article will inspire beginning and established scientists, corporations, and funding agencies to pursue directions in research and training identified by this workshop, capitalizing on the reference species Arabidopsis thaliana and other valuable plant systems.
K E Y W O R D S
genomics, metabolomics, proteomics, training, transcriptomics F I G U R E 1 Diverse omics approaches provide insights into cell biology and physiology and inform our knowledge of plant functional development and environmental interaction interactions with cognate ligands (e.g., in stomatal patterning (Rowe & Bergmann, 2010; Torii, 2012) ), and many of these upstream signaling elements remain to be discovered. Downstream of transcription, metabolites and enzymes that impose translational modulation and post-translational regulation are equally important. In some systems, of which the Drosophila melanogaster embryo is a prime example, elegant research has identified transcription-factor defined tissue and organ boundaries along a developmental timeline (Sandler & Stathopoulos, 2016) , but the determinate growth of metazoans provides a level of simplicity that is absent from the plastic body plan of plants, which is shaped through indeterminate growth and environmentally-responsive developmental programs.
Extending from the above, a second big picture question is "how do plants manifest plasticity" given their programmed modular patterning. To give a simple concrete example: how is it that we can readily distinguish oaks from maples, yet each individual oak tree is different from any other oak tree? What are the underlying bases for both the "sameness" and "differentness" of individual plants within the same species? Such "differentness" arises from individual genetic variation, local environmental differences, and their interplay. This interplay involves processes at the levels of the genome, epigenome, and "post-genome" (including the -omes of the transcriptome, RNA 
| B I G B I OLOGY: B I G ADVAN CE S AND B I G CHALLENG E S IN PL ANT OMIC S RE S E ARCH
This workshop had a deliberate focus on plant omics. Participants identified many exciting advances in technique development that are occurring in omics research, and also identified significant challenges. In many cases, advances and challenges are both agnostic to the biological system under study, but in some cases, particularly in metabolomics, plant systems offer specific opportunities and difficulties.
| Nucleic acids
Research on the most widely studied omes, the genome and transcriptome, has been revolutionized by next generation high-throughput sequencing methodologies. Research involving large-scale nucleic acid sequencing, more than research on any other ome, has been democratized by decreases in cost, such that whole genome sequencing and resequencing is conceivable as an individual laboratory effort. There are now hundreds of sequenced plant species (Michael & VanBuren, 2015) and for some species, including Arabidopsis, there are full genome sequences for thousands of accessions or cultivars (Alonso-Blanco et al., 2016; Li, Wang, & Zeigler, 2014) . Genomic research continues to be advanced by technologies such as single molecule sequencing (e.g., Nanopore (Michael et al., 2018) ). At the same time, plant genomes offer particular challenges, e.g., the spectrum of genome sizes in plants is wider than that of animals (Pellicer, Hidalgo, Dodsworth, & Leitch, 2018) , and polyploidy and ancient genome duplications increase the complexity of many crop genomes (Michael & VanBuren, 2015) .
Sequencing technologies also have expanded far beyond simple sequence identification and quantitation of nucleic acids. Accessible and affordable sequencing has enabled numerous applications at a genome-wide scale. These include identification of causative mutations from forward genetic screens (Cuperus et al., 2010) , determination of copy number variants (reviewed in Zmienko, Samelak, Kozlowski, & Figlerowicz (2014) ), and elucidation of chromosomal architecture (Grob, Schmid, Luedtke, Wicker, & Grossniklaus, 2013) , methylation status (Cokus et al., 2008; Lister et al., 2008) , cisregulatory regions and motifs (Lu, Hofmeister, Vollmers, DuBois, & Schmitz, 2017; O'Malley et al., 2016; Zhang, Zhang, Wu, & Jiang, 2012) , and sites of transcription factor-DNA interaction (Kaufmann et al., 2009) . With regard to the transcriptome, nucleic acid sequencing is being used to determine translation efficiency (reviewed in Mazzoni-Putman & Stepanova, 2018) , the RNA interactome of RNAbinding proteins (Meyer et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015) , and dynamics of RNA structure and stability (Ding et al., 2014; Li et al., 2012; Su et al., 2018) . Low cost sequencing of transcriptomes along with reaction miniaturization is also powering large-scale data collection of single-cell transcriptomes (Birnbaum, 2018) .
| Proteins
At the level of the proteome, continuing advances in mass spectrometry (MS) are allowing a more complete picture of the qualitative proteome. However, our ability to characterize the proteome in a comprehensive and quantitative manner still lags far behind what is achievable for the genome and transcriptome. While the current generation of mass spectrometers has impressive sensitivity and data acquisition rates, limitations in the rate and extent of chromatographic separation (Shishkova, Hebert, & Coon, 2016) and in methods for enrichment of low abundance proteoforms prior to sample introduction into the mass spectrometer often restrict throughput and resolution in proteomics as well as metabolomics experiments.
Thus, in a number of situations, the limitation in sensitivity is not the mass spectrometer itself but the systems for liquid chromatographic separations. Development of nanofluidic systems to separate small volumes could provide a solution for making, e.g., single cell analy- (Khan, Youn, Gingras, Subramaniam, & Desveaux, 2018; Lin et al., 2017; Lobingier et al., 2017) , and for high resolution identification of interacting peptide domains (Kao et al., 2011; Stanton, Chory, & Crabtree, 2018) .
Another area of recent advancement in the study of proteins and macromolecules, although not yet at the -omic scale, is cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM). Protein structures form the basis for modeling of enzyme kinetics and macromolecular interactions, yet large-molecule structure analysis often depends on X-ray crystallography, NMR and/or MS. X-ray crystallography requires biomolecules to form uniform crystals, which is often a challenging task, especially with membrane proteins. NMR is a gold standard for structural analysis, but it is relatively insensitive and requires large amounts of purified sample. Mass spectrometry is highly sensitive, but provides limited structural information. Although MS excels in determining primary amino acid sequences, 3D structural analysis by MS requires tedious isotope exchange assays and complicated data analysis/interpretation. Recent advances in cryoEM with direct electron detectors have revolutionized structure determination of biological macromolecules, and cryoEM can be applied to analyzing large complexes at a super-high resolution that rivals X-ray crystallography.
Newly developed electron detectors can achieve images with unprecedented quality with details to deduce the atomic structure of a range of large biomolecules. The combination of cryoEM and crosslinking coupled mass spectrometry (CX-MS) holds promise for deep interrogation of protein structures and their interactors (Schmidt & Urlaub, 2017) . Continued advances in cryoEM imaging will allow plant scientists to gain unprecedented insights into many biomolecules and their interactions, while advances in cryoEM tomography (Pfeffer & Mahamid, 2018) and super-resolution microscopy (Komis, Samajova, Ovecka, & Samaj, 2015) are facilitating visualization of molecules in a cellular context, spanning the gap between atomic level resolution and cell biology.
| Metabolites
Metabolomics is a particularly exciting frontier in plant omics. Plants are both sessile and silent, and a vast chemical repertoire helps plants to self-sustain and communicate. Plant primary metabolism stores energy through photosynthesis and produces the building blocks of life, including nucleic acids, amino acids, carbohydrates, and lipids.
Specialized plant metabolism creates a plethora of chemicals that facilitate stress responses and communication. For instance, the cuticle and flavonoids are plants' sunscreen to reduce damage by UV radiation (Jansen, Gaba, & Greenberg, 1998; Yeats & Rose, 2013) while osmolytes such as proline, glycine betaine, and sugar alcohols help plants to retain water in the presence of drought and high salinity (Deinlein et al., 2014) . Terpenes, phenolics and alkaloids are all plant inventions that fend off pathogens and predators (Constabel, Yoshida, & Walker, 2014; Gershenzon & Dudareva, 2007; Mithofer & Boland, 2012) , whereas nectar and caffeine attract and retain pollinators (Wright et al., 2013) . Indeed, plants are unique in the number and diversity of small molecules that they produce, with an estimated over 1 million distinct metabolites produced by the plant domain of life (Afendi et al., 2012; D'Auria & Gershenzon, 2005; Fernie, 2007) .
Many of these small molecules are not only central to plant metabolism and physiology, but are also essential drugs for human health, or form the basis of scent and flavor in our foods.
In-depth functional characterization of even a single metabolite can be a time-consuming task, and phenomic outcomes may arise from crosstalk among multiple metabolites (Jin et al., 2013; Mundim & Pringle, 2018; Zhou & Wang, 2018) . Researchers thus need to prioritize based on relevance and importance, identifying those metabolites that are more likely to have a major biological impact.
This pre-selection of targets requires knowledge of which hubs and branch points are implicated in specific metabolic pathways. We also need to identify the relevant impact of each metabolite. Is a given metabolite primarily for internal biological processes, or for intra-or inter-species communication? Reciprocally, how many plant proteins and other macromolecules sense and interact with metabolites?
Another major challenge is to identify and functionally characterize the proteins involved in generating and regulating the metabolome. Despite profound progress in the last century, characterization of the enzymes responsible for the synthesis of many plant small molecules remains incomplete. Moreover, metabolite diversity is partially attributable to the promiscuous function of biogenesis and modifying enzymes. Arguably, the most famous example is RuBisCo, which produces different products by reacting with either CO 2 or O 2 for photosynthesis or photorespiration, respectively. Enzyme promiscuity is particularly common in specialized metabolism (Weng & Noel, 2012) . In addition, little is known regarding the receptors and transporters for most metabolites, in part because of genetic redundancy and a lack of feasible read-out assays.
Unlike the polymeric nature of nucleic acids and proteins that has facilitated development of technologies for their large-scale identification and quantitation, even the building blocks that make up metabolites are highly diverse, leading to a vast combinatorial complexity in the metabolome. On the one hand, this complexity levels the playing field among plant systems-because metabolomics analyses do not rely on a sequenced genome for molecular identification, metabolomics techniques can be applied to plant species where such genomic information is incomplete or absent. However, this combinatorial complexity also confers a disadvantage, since, unlike the genetic code, there is no simple genomic template for structural identification of a metabolite. Accordingly, the most confident identification and quantification of a given metabolite requires matching the metabolite's chromatographic profile and mass spectrum with that of an authentic standard. However, such standards are often expensive or are not even available commercially, requiring custom organic syntheses that are beyond the scope of many labs.
Moreover, instrument-specific differences in liquid chromatographymass spectrometry (LC-MS) preclude easy use of the mass spectrum of a metabolite obtained on one LC-MS machine as a "fingerprint" which can computationally identify that metabolite on other LC-MS machines. For these reasons, many metabolites in plants (as well as other biological systems) are identified as "features" in mass spectra but lack explicit identification of their chemical structure. While NMR remains the gold standard for molecular structure elucidation, its low sensitivity and low throughput precludes its application in large-scale investigations.
In short, creating an atlas of the plant metabolome alone is already a daunting task. Due to the above technical limitations, compounded by the diversity of the physicochemical properties of metabolites, and the condition/species-dependency of many specialized metabolites, the "dark matter" of the plant metabolome far surpasses what can be currently profiled. Moreover, to track a metabolite from cradle to grave also requires information on its flux, reactivity with other macromolecules, and spatial distribution.
Regarding this last point, one exciting area of recent advancement in metabolomics is micro-sampling approaches, particularly those that harness laser-based techniques of metabolite volatilization that allow metabolite imaging from living tissues (Misra, Assmann, & Chen, 2014) . The ability to profile biological molecules, as well as inorganic elements (Shimotohno et al., 2015) , in situ from one or a few cells is one arena in which MS-based approaches are advancing rapidly. This area of research has significant potential, even though at present the majority of detected molecules are those that are most abundant. Enhancements in sensitivity through improvement of MS instrumentation, on-target sample preparation, and sampling will greatly enhance the depth and breadth of these analyses. In addition, enabling tandem MS (MS2) and multiple MS (MSn) data acquisition for structural elucidation will expand capabilities, given that acquiring single MS (MS1) spectra alone may not be informative/ useful except for well-defined molecules. When such information can be combined with functional genomic and genetic data, plant science research will be poised for metabolic engineering (AnaratCappillino & Sattely, 2014) and synthetic biology to optimize small molecule production and flux, to control metabolite localization and activity, to create new metabolites, and to engineer plants as factories for chemical production (Vickery, La Clair, Burkart, & Noel, 2016 ). Clearly, both major challenges and significant opportunities lie ahead in metabolomics research.
| Integration
While the above discussion has separately considered challenges 
| B I G WIS HE S: A WIS H LIS T FOR PL ANT RE S E ARCH
In this section, we discuss some of the promising research directions and possibilities for tool development that arose during the workshop. While certainly a non-exhaustive list, development of capacity in these areas would greatly enhance the capability of plant scientists to meet the challenges described in the previous section and, ultimately, to address the "Big Questions" in plant biology.
This wish list loosely follows the topic order of the previous sec- While the benefits are apparent, the task of actually creating these cell lines is quite challenging. To enable production of cell-type specific lines, genes that specify cell fate need to be identified and then employed to re-differentiate stem cells or protoplasts to maintain the given cell type. Another major challenge to practical implementation may be the reduced cell proliferation potential of highly differentiated plant cells, which would prevent their propagation. An alternative approach would be a community effort to develop and distribute standardized protocols to allow individual labs to perform short-term re-differentiation of dedifferentiated cells into specified cell types, as exemplified by the tracheary element system (Endo et al., 2009; Iakimova & Woltering, 2017) . Because of the already substantial knowledge on developmental regulators in Arabidopsis,
Arabidopsis is the optimal system with which to work towards these goals.
| A desktop mass spectrometer for proteomics and metabolomics
With mass analyzers becoming greatly reduced in size, a miniature, affordable mass spectrometer is envisioned as providing metabolomics and proteomics capabilities to individual labs in the near future. Ion trap and orbitrap based systems, which allow structural elucidation using MSn (3D ion trap) and high mass resolution and high mass accuracy (Orbitrap), have great potential in these applications. Ideally, mass spectrometers would become instruments found in every lab or collaborative team. Such easy access would allow hands-on experiences for students in individual labs, and could accelerate progress.
| Improved computational tools to extract data from proteomics analyses
A common observation in processing MS data is that only ~25% of good quality spectra can be assigned an identity (i.e., a protein ID is matched with the spectrum). The most commonly held explanation is that extensive, combinatorial PTMs alter the mass in unpredictable ways that preclude assigning a match, but it is not possible simply to add all conceivable modifications into the queried database because the risk of false positives increases greatly with each additional inclusion of mass-altered amino acids. Therefore, computational solutions for (easily) assigning identities to these many orphan spectra could provide a tremendous wealth of additional information from every proteomic experiment, particularly with regard to the possibility of identifying potentially hundreds of dynamic PTM changes that may currently be missed during cellular responses. Recent promise in this area is described in a report that employed a large masstolerance of 500 Da in a database search, wherein a large number of unmatched spectra were identified that arose from modifications of different amino acids (Chick et al., 2015) . These include the auxin reporter DR5 (Ulmasov, Murfett, Hagen, & Guilfoyle, 1997) and the cytokinin reporter TCSn (Zurcher et al., 2013) , which are driven by synthetic promoters engineered to contain binding sites of regulatory transcription factors, thus bypassing regulation by other stimuli to provide sensor specificity. More recently, the development of genetically-encoded sensors that exploit native molecule recognition mechanisms has enabled quantitative measurement of plant hormones (Brunoud et al., 2012; Jones, Danielson, et al., 2014; Larrieu et al., 2015; Samodelov et al., 2016; Waadt et al., 2014; Wend et al., 2013) , ionic conditions (Swanson, Choi, Chanoca, & Gilroy, 2011 ) and metabolites such as glucose (Chen et al., 2010) with extraordinary sensitivity. Technologies that allowed large-scale implementation, including field deployment, and omics level application of sensors (e.g., to identify all proteins that bound a given substrate) would be challenging, innovative and of high impact. Such impact would be further extended by the development of deep tissue imaging techniques that would allow reporting from internal tissues.
| Overcoming mass spectrometry machine specificity for metabolomics

| Omics scale field-deployable sensors
| Databases that inform rational data integration across laboratories, scales, and species
A priority raised in this and other workshops (Friesner et al., 2017;  International Arabidopsis Informatics Consortium [IAIC], 2019) is the need to promote community-driven science that can answer big questions and address grand challenges in the field, such as food security and crop adaptation to future climate scenarios. Innovative methods for biological data integration across temporal and spatial scales are needed to achieve these goals. It is the meta-analysis across datasets and from the fine-to coarse-scales that will most strongly enable predictive capability to address pressing issues in plant biology across topics as diverse as engineering crop ideotypes or designing conservation strategies for rare and endangered plant species.
Accurate data integration across laboratories requires community adoption of standards for both experimental protocols and annotation of datasets. Although some standards for data reporting have already been established by the larger biological community, for example MIAME (Brazma et al., 2001) However, there is no singular database in which researchers can readily access, download, and integrate high-quality data from genome, transcriptome, metabolome, proteome, physiological, and phenomic experiments, and do so across multiple species. The existence of scattered databases for specific species and experimental techniques has resulted in the time-consuming creation of redundant tools and difficulty in consolidating knowledge across plant species. Unless resolved, we run the risk of reinventing the wheel for every new species for which omic tools become available. Many of these same points have been emphasized in a recent white paper from the International Arabidopsis Informatics Consortium (2019). Resources that integrate across plant species, e.g., to allow facile comparison of genomes and functional networks between model species and crops, also might improve the hit rate for translational research. An ultimate goal would be to develop mathematical approaches that could identify relationships across these data sets, formulate mathematical constructs that would characterize these relationships, and then use the mathematical constructs to predict how novel perturbations at any biological level would impact the resulting phenotype.
| B I G VIS I ON S: TR AINING THE OMI C S SCIENTIS T
A recent report from another NSF-funded RCN, the Plant Science
Research Network, advocates for increased empowerment of trainees to personalize their Ph.D. training program, and proposes a modular approach that could, e.g., facilitate incorporation of training in both wet bench and analytical skills, and would be conducted under the guidance of a mentoring team (Henkhaus, Taylor, Greenlee, Sickler, & Stern, 2018) . Such a shift in training paradigms might also help to create a more inclusive environment and promote workforce diversity.
Another recent NAASC report has focused on training needs for computational and quantitative plant biology (Friesner et al., 2017) . Purely "in silico" biology offers new avenues for collaborations with, e.g., mathematicians and engineers, and can level the playing field for investigators with fewer experimental resources.
A third NAASC workshop that focused on broadening the impact of plant science through effective outreach programs will make recommendations for how to innovate, evaluate and disseminate activities in this area.
This workshop focused on experimental training relative to omics science. Improving training in omics approaches has both conceptual and practical considerations. Among the conceptual considerations are the need for trainees to understand how to ask a good question before initiating an omics experiment. This understanding has three components: first, developing a hypothesis that is both testable and worth testing; second, identifying whether the specific omics technique under consideration is actually applicable to the question at hand; third, if an omics approach has been chosen, designing the experiment so as to ensure the collection of useful data. There may also be instances where a discovery-based approach (as opposed to a hypothesis-based approach) is justified, especially when the ensuing omics experiments will yield a data resource of widespread utility. Clearly, among the first things that a student needs to learn is what omics tools exist, what information each can provide, and what information each cannot provide. An additional point is that while some genomics techniques remain difficult to perform in crops due to barriers to transformation and long generation times, other genomics approaches, including many transcriptomic and epigenomic approaches, require only high-quality genome sequence information. Proteomics methods are applicable to most species with reasonably good genome annotation, and metabolomics approaches do not even require a sequenced genome.
When field experiments are involved, additional skills that often must be acquired by omics-centric researchers include the ability to identify a relevant set of environmental conditions and to learn what is involved in managing and sampling from a field site. Appreciation of the ecology or agro-ecology of the organism can aid in the optimal design of field experiments.
Another issue for consideration is the extent to which trainees need to understand and be able to execute the wet bench aspects of an omics method. For example, for RNA-seq, students often do not need to know more than how to isolate high quality RNA, as most sequencing facilities will construct the actual RNA-seq libraries. For such highly standardized omics approaches, wet bench training primarily concerns sample preparation, and this training can often be obtained in the individual laboratory. On the other hand, failure to provide students with deeper knowledge, e.g., of how RNA-seq libraries are generated, will obstruct the student's ability to either develop an innovative new variant of the method, or envision an entirely new approach. Students should also have an understanding of how the raw data are generated so that they can appreciate where issues of quality or reproducibility may arise, and how to implement quality control measures.
Therefore, we see a need for students to have an appreciation of how the equipment that generates omic data, e.g., next generation sequencers and mass spectrometers-work. This goal is achievable by several methods, including workshops held by core facilities and short internships with knowledgeable labs. One limitation to training in modern experimental omics is that not every college and university has a core facility where these technologies can be accessed.
Distance learning opportunities spearheaded by core facilities, in both real and virtual time (in the latter category would be webinars and YouTube videos), can help to redress this issue. One innovation is emerging WebEx methods whereby students can actually control the equipment (at least for mass spectrometers) remotely. Such training would be further facilitated by the development of kits that would serve as technology training tools. A good analogy for this is the current use of Raspberry Pi as a teaching and learning tool that allows students to experiment with electronic technologies.
Raspberry Pi is also a cost-effective conduit between theoretical topics and practical applications of those topics, allowing students to play with and learn diverse applications with one accessible training module. Development of a similar tool for MS would help beginners understand both the concepts behind and the practicalities and limitations of these machines.
Another conceptual skill that can be difficult for students to develop is the ability to derive important new questions from largescale omics data, once those data have been generated. Typically, omics discovery is not the end, but the beginning of further hypothesis generation and testing. Because principles derived from meta-analyses may or may not hold true when any one nucleic acid, protein or metabolite is evaluated, it is vital to develop skills in choosing the targets for any such experiments. In short, students need to learn how to design, test, and then refine their experiments, from beginning to end. A measured approach to experiment planning, as described above, will help avoid the situation in which an omics experiment is performed simply because the methodology is feasible and accessible.
Tantamount to achieving the above goal is the essentiality of obtaining computational skills to analyze the large amounts of data produced by omics methods. In this area as well, turn-key applications such as those available on Galaxy (https://usegalaxy.org/) are excellent resources. However, without more sophisticated training, students will not appreciate the limitations of such approaches, and will not be able to go beyond them. A basic understanding of shell coding, a scripting language (increasingly, Python), and the R programming environment that empowers statistical analysis and data visualization, are becoming essential tools for plant biologists.
The necessary core computational and quantitative skills for plant scientists, and approaches to empower training and access to such skills, have been described elsewhere, along with a useful enumeration of a number of curricula and vehicles for obtaining such training (Friesner et al., 2017) . As synthetic biology gains in tools and resources (Church, Elowitz, Smolke, Voigt, & Weiss, 2014) , knowledge of fundamental concepts from diverse engineering disciplines (e.g., modularity, sensitivity, reliability, and robustness) and quantitative modeling approaches will also benefit omics students.
A final comment has to do with the soft skills required for omics research. As both wet bench techniques and computational analyses increase in diversity and complexity, the ability to identify key (Friesner et al., 2017) .
| B I G AND LIT TLE PL ANTS: AR AB IDOPS IS RE S E ARCH AND B E YOND
The living laboratory of Arabidopsis provides plant researchers with an advantage over their counterparts in medical research in that manipulative research can readily be performed on the organism itself; thus, Arabidopsis is often referred to as a "reference species" rather than as a "model species". The numerous contributions of Arabidopsis research to our understanding of both universal and plant-specific biological mechanisms, and the importance of Arabidopsis in translational research for crop improvement are extensive (Provart et al., 2016) . Through the omics lens, the wellknown advantages of Arabidopsis that originally made it a superior system for (now) classical molecular genetic approaches currently provide a wellspring of knowledge from which to interpret omics data. For example, the multiple iterations of sequencing and gene model identification that Arabidopsis has undergone provide, more completely and rigorously than for any other plant species, the genome annotation needed for accurate identification of transcriptomes and proteomes. Arabidopsis remains the most convenient testbed for the development of new experimental approaches (Holland & Jez, 2018) , as witnessed by the many landmark omics publications on Arabidopsis, some of which are summarized in 
Border control-A membrane-linked interactome of Arabidopsis
Advance: Metabolome
Integration of transcriptomics and metabolomics 
| CON CLUDING REMARK S
In summary, with enhanced research and training in emerging omics technologies, a 4D -omics analysis of Arabidopsis, providing superior resolution in both spatial and temporal domains, is conceivable. From such information, we will be able not only to identify mechanisms that can be leveraged for agricultural solutions, but also, ideally, to mine these omics datasets to identify improvements that have not been favored by natural selection (Keren et al., 2016) but can nevertheless be engineered by synthetic biology approaches for the improvement of agricultural systems and global health.
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